SEEDS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
Energetic Human Structure and the
Structure of the Universe

What to expect?
This workshop has theoretical and practical aspects
that explore multidimensional constructs of the
Universal Reality. In discovering these layers
participants will learn how to maintain energetic
balance and gradually approach their potential. We will
understand our Universal responsibility in the healing
process of our Planet and all of Humanity.

Five senses corresponding to five
elements
Each of our senses corresponds to one fundamental
element of creation: fire, water, air, earth and ether.
Learning how to balance the sensory perceptions and
elements we will put in place a foundation for
th
developing our sixth sense and discovering the 6
element.

Structure of the Universe

Los Angeles 2 Day Workshop

PROGRAM

6:30PM to 10:30PM
th
Friday October 11 and Saturday October
th
12 , 2013

Identity
Based on the place, date and time of our birth we have
imprints from our Planet that support the expression of
our Identity. This individual recipe is the key to our
potential. As such, it represents the fundamental
element for perceiving reality. In the workshop we will
explore diverse expressions of human energetic
structures, how we can safeguard our Identity and
	
   identity means loss of our
respect others. Loss of our
capacity to perceive reality.

	
  
Modern Energetic Structure of the Human
Body
We will explore the colors, qualities and vibratory
sounds associated with each energetic center of our
body. In addition, we will discover the function of our
subtle body structures and their dynamics. This will
allow each participant to start maintaining the regular
energetic hygiene for a balanced and serene life.

Consciousness
Consciousness is a Universal energy. By transforming
our unconscious inheritance, programing limitations
and behavioral patterns we will put more clarity and
light into our life and reveal a new reference of our
strength.

Meditation of the present time
Relaxing, following our respiration and witnessing the
moment. A few minutes of operative meditation brings
peace and clarity into our lives.

Recognizing the infinitely large dimension of creation
offers us an understanding of where we come from and
what our true Universal purpose is. What happened
with the Big Bang and what was before it? What will
become of our future? Who and where are we in Time
and Space in these interesting and challenging times?

Master Transmitter:
Juan Carlos Moratinos Ruiz
World Director of MeditaToday, World
Director of the International Organization
of the Concording Path.
Juan Carlos has 20 years experience in energetic
work. He has participated in acupuncture expeditions to
the North Pole, Egypt, Madeira, and to mountains in
Spain, France, Switzerland, and in Canada. He has
taught workshops including training transmitters
throughout South America, Mexico City, Spain and
South of France. He has introduced his knowledge in
Miami, and recently in New York City. In his earlier
years, he led travel groups to Machu Picchu and
Titicaca Lake for teachings of Shamanic energies.

Price: $100 per person, $160 per couple.
Registration at the door
RSVP: erichwildpret@gmail.com, (310) 634-3577
Location: Besant Lodge
2560 N Beachwood Dr, Los Angeles, CA 90068

